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LIVING EXPECTANTU

"But we had been hoping that he was the man to
liberate Israel."

—Luke 24:21

It will seem strange to some that an Advent sermon should deal
with a scripture passage which describes one of Jesus1 post-resurrection
appearances. Such a text might much more appropriately be the basis
for a Lenten sermon. Hopefully, however, as we proceed you will under
stand the reason for this choice.

The scripture deals with a very familiar story; Jesus1 appearance
to two of his followers on the road to Emmaus. They do not recognize
him as they speak of their disappointment and their discouragement.
They are amazed that this stranger who has joined them on the road is
seemingly unaware of the crucifixion that took place in Jerusalem less
than 24 hours ago. They tell this unknown companion on the way a
little about the hope, the anticipation and the expectancy which they
had placed in the crucified Jesus, and they conclude, "We had been
hoping that he was the man to liberate Israel."

The story is indicative of a fundamental truth concerning human
nature. It tells us that we must have some hope for the future, some
expectancy of better things to come, something to look forward to,
some sense of anticipation concerning tomorrow, or else life will pall
and have very little meaning. These two men, traveling from Jerusalem
to Emmaus, had lost that sense of expectancy, and, as a result, had in
fact lost their reason for living.

II

Consider now, if you will, a whole class of people, the Jewish
nation living in Palestine during the reign of King Herod. This was
a small nation, a subject people, who had been subservient to the will
of stronger nations many times before, a people whose religion was
mocked and ridiculed by their neighbors. •A historian has difficulty
understanding these people and their historical persistence apart from
their great expectation. And what was that expectation? Not that they
would become a great and powerful nation, not that each of them indi
vidually would become rich, or powerful or popular. No, theirs was
the expectation that God would one day send to them his Anointed one,
the Messiah who would bring to pass a kingdom of peace and freedom.
For that end, the Jews had been waiting expectantly for three thousand
years, ever since the time of Abraham. And that's why those two
disciples on the road to Emmaus had exclaimed, "We had been hoping that
he was the man to liberate Israel."








